Introduction
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Rotary Piston Machines (Orbit motors/ Gerotors) are in the category of positive displacement 31 machines which are similar to the rotor dynamic machines in construction because of the presence of 32 rotating member (star/ rotor) and its envelope (ring/ stator). There are two basic types of rotary 33 piston hydrostatic units. One is the fixed axis (Gerotor) unit in which kidney port type valve is used.
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The other one is floating axis type orbital rotor (Orbit) unit in which the pintle type or commutator 35 type port valve is used. Although these valves are widely used in various types of hydrostatic units, motor, pressurized fluid is forced into a chamber, it causes the inner member rotate about its own 39 axis and revolve around the stator centre. As the angular position of the inner member changes with 40 respect to a chamber as it is being filled with fluid, at a certain angle (depending upon the design 41 parameters) the adjacent chamber begins to fill with pressurized fluid. Once a chamber reaches its 42 maximum volume, the fluid inside this chamber is forcing the rotor to change the chamber position.
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The pressure on the inner member and by entering the pressurized fluid to the adjacent chamber 
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The pintle valve used in hydrostatic units has a unique design [5] . The valve is integral with the 71 output (same as rotary motion of inner member/ star) shaft. Opposite to the output end, the shaft is 72 hollow and houses inner side of one end of gear coupling type cardon shaft. The other end of the 73 cardon shaft is coupled to the inner member i.e. 'star'. Thus the rotation of the inner member about 74 its own axis is transmitted to the output shaft.
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On the valve body there are two circumferential grooves which are aligned to two port holes for 
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in housing connected to the chambers. The uniqueness in the valve design is such that the set of In Figure 5 shows the initial displacement of opening (where x = radius of shaft (r) x angle of rotation
128
() x180/) and as the shaft rotation takes place, the spool valve start opening of its axial slots into
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Output shaft end
Outlet annular common pool
Outlet spool port (ii) The hydrostatic motor chamber is at the beginning of an expansion phases in which fluid is 138 supplied at a specific pressure from the port. 151 152
So pressure drop is given as: 
Results and Discussions
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After analyzing the pressure and the velocity vector for different index angle of the spool valve the Table 3 . Pressure drops at the spool port openings.
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